SUMMER HONOR LIST ANNOUNCED AT NORTHWEST IOWA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Northwest Iowa Community College, Sheldon, Iowa, has announced the Honor List for the summer semester. Students on the Honor List are full-time and have achieved an average grade point of 3.5 or higher on a 4.0 scale.

NCC continually maintains a high presence of quality students that are represented on the Honor List. These students are to be commended for their fine performance in their respective fields. The list by city follows:

ACKLEY, IOWA – Ezra J. Weikert, Powerline.

ALAMOSA, COLORADO – Alissa J. Sinclair, Associate of Arts.

ALTON, IOWA – Penelope R. Elder, Associate of Arts, Bradley R. Kleinheselink, Automotive Service Technology; Skyler H. Hill-Norby, Associate of Arts; Teagan R. Hill-Norby, Associate of Arts; Terri Koedam, Welding; Cameron J. Vande Weerd, Transportation Service, Diesel Technology; Krystle J. Vander Schaal, Associate Degree Nursing.

AMES, IOWA – Shinchi Kogi, Associate of Arts; Alec M. Wilhelmi, Associate of Arts.

ASHTON, IOWA – Brittany M. Boerhave, Associate of Arts; Tyler J. Fox, Powerline;

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND - Ming Nan, Associate of Arts.

BATAVIA, IOWA – Kyle D. Baetsle, Powerline, Powerline Technology.

BAYARD, IOWA - Christian J. Hoffman, Powerline.

BOYDEN, IOWA – Chris A. Sietstra, Associate of Arts.

BRANDON, SOUTH DAKOTA – Briana M. Grimmius, Radiologic Technology.

BROOKLYN, IOWA – Gregory G. Stauffer, Powerline.


CHANDLER, MINNESOTA – Deidra D Vander Woude, Associate of Arts.

CIRCLE PINES, MINNESOTA – Jordan E. Swain, Associate of Arts.

COLMAN, SOUTH DAKOTA – Raymond N. Mingledorff, Associate of Arts.

CORRECTIONVILLE, IA – Kaitlen R. Burnham, Radiologic Technology.
DESHLER, NEBRASKA – Dana S. Dlouhy, Associate of Arts.
DOON, IOWA – Lucas E. Soodsma, Automotive Service Technology.
DUBUQUE, IOWA – Alex M. Felderman, Powerline.
ELIZABETH, COLORADO – Rachael J. Lee, Associate of Arts.
EVERLY, IOWA – Jacob K. Jessen, Diesel Technology; Caleb D. Langner, Associate of Arts; Randy S. Meyer, Diesel Technology; Brandon M. Thiel, Diesel Technology.
FAIRVIEW, SOUTH DAKOTA – Daniel G. Rozeboom, Industrial Instrumentation & Control.
FARMINGTON, MINNESOTA – Joel D. Crooks, Powerline.
FORT DODGE, IOWA – Jennifer L. Ruby, Health Information Technology.
GEORGE, IOWA – Jamie N. Fettes, Associate of Arts; Abby M. Hayenga, Associate of Arts.
GRANVILLE, IOWA – Allison M. Kellen, Associate of Arts; Mikayla M. Schmitz, Associate of Arts; Leah R. Schroeder, Associate of Arts; Alexandra R. Willman, Associate of Arts.
HARTLEY, IOWA – Laura M. Emery, Human Services; Cade A. Harvey, Associate of Arts; Bren B. Nelson, Welding; Ashley N. Reid, Pharmacy Technician.
HAWARDEN, IOWA – Chelsie J. Ballard, Business; Ryan D. Gradert, Automotive Service Technology; Tyler G. Hoogendoorn, Associate Degree Nursing; Brent W. Osterkamp, Electrical Technology; Zara L. Trigg, Associate of Arts.
HOSPER, IOWA – Jeremy M. Ranschau, Industrial Instrumentation & Control; Leah F. Roetman, Radiologic Technology.
HUDSON, SOUTH DAKOTA – Nathan M. Boer Vis, Powerline; Kristen A. Spaans, Associate of Arts, Pre Professional Accounting.
HULL, IOWA – Jami R. Driesen, Associate Degree Nursing; Halley J. Glanz, Associate of Arts; Courtney G. Jansma, Associate of Arts; Amy M. Laning, Associate Degree Nursing; Robin M. Maassen, Powerline; Allison N. TeSlaa, Associate of Arts; Laurie L. Van Schouwen, Business.
HUMBOLDT, IOWA – Kyle T. Christensen, Powerline.
IDA GROVE, IOWA – Jared C. Johnson, Business.
INWOOD, IOWA – Brittany M. Maassen, Extended Practical Nursing.
IRETON, IOWA – Danette S. Hulshof, Associate Degree Nursing.
JOHNSTOWN, COLORADO – Chelsea R. Kesavadaana, Associate of Arts.
KENNARD, NEBRASKA – Zachary J. Stoner, Design Technology.
LAKEWOOD, CALIFORNIA – Amanda E. Sahn, Associate of Arts.
LE MARS, IOWA – Stephen J. Embrey, Automotive Service Technology.
LEIGHTON, IOWA – Amy J. Beekhuizen, Associate of Arts.
LESTER, IOWA – Torrie S. Leuthold, Associate of Arts.
LITTLE ROCK, IOWA – Chad O. Nachtigal, Diesel Technology.
LITTLETON, COLORADO – McKenna A. Halter, Associate of Arts.
LOVELAND, COLORADO – Mallorie J. Tenbraak, Associate of Arts.
LUVERNE, MINNESOTA – Derek S. Van Wettering, Heavy Equipment.
MANCHESTER, IOWA – Andrew M. Klostermann, Powerline.
MARION, IOWA – Spencer J. Clabough, Powerline.
MC CALLSBURG, IOWA – Kylie A. Sarver, Associate of Arts.
MELVIN, IOWA – Matthew R. Benz, Electrical Technology; Joseph P. Bootsma, Carpentry.
MILFORD, IOWA – Joseph D. Hilsabeck, Automotive Service Technology.
MONTICELLO, WISCONSIN – Matthew S. Babler, Powerline.
MOVILLE, IOWA – Austin C. Ricard, Sub Station Technician.
NASHUA, IOWA – Matthew R. Bryan, Powerline.
NEW ALBIN, IOWA – Garret T. Heim, Powerline.
OAKLAND, IOWA – Ryan D. Hildebrand, Associate of Arts.
OCHEYEDAN, IOWA – Joanna L. Kruger, Extended Practical Nursing; Russell R. Lorch, Welding.
OKOBOJI, IOWA – Samuel A. Stoller, Welding.
ORANGE CITY, IOWA – Mallorie S. Bruxvoort, Radiologic Technology; Jamie L. Cronin, Associate of Arts; Andrew N. Edwards, Welding; Kara N. Harthoorn, Associate Degree Nursing; Emily A. Moore, Associate of Arts; Andrew J. Mulder,
Associate of Arts; **Sakhone Phonesavanh**, Computer Science; **Mallory L. Simmelink**, Associate of Arts; **Ashley L. Strain**, Associate Degree Nursing.  

**PAMA, IDAHO** – **Haley R. Troost**, Associate of Arts.  

**PAULLINA, IOWA** – **Paige E. Massmann**, Radiologic Technology.  

**PELLA, IOWA** – **Aaron J. Tysseling**, Associate of Arts.  

**PISGAH, IOWA** – **Bryant D. Hatcher**, Welding.  

**PRIMGHAR, IOWA** – **Brian L. Gulmire**, Associate of Arts.  

**ROCK RAPIDS, IOWA** – **Morgan S. Herda**, Associate of Arts; **Alyana M. Mayer**, Associate Degree Nursing; **Kezia J. Poppinga**, Associate of Arts.  

**ROCK VALLEY, IOWA** – **Trev L. Koedam**, Computer Science; **Andrew A. Koenen**, Heavy Equipment; **Laura M. Morales-Weatherford**, Associate of Arts; **Sanya L. McDonald**, Associate Degree Nursing; **Kyle A. Post**, Extended Practical Nursing, **Larissa B. Van Beek**, Associate of Arts; **Nathaniel J. Van Ravenswaay**, Electrical Technology; **Jana L. Vermeer**, Associate of Arts; **Taylor E. Wolfswinkel**, Practical Nursing.  

**ROSE CREEK, MINNESOTA** – **Scott T. Sheely**, Powerline.  

**SANBORN, IOWA** – **MaryBeth B. Horstman**, Associate of Arts; **Kristie L. Verhoef**, Accounting.  


**SIBLEY, IOWA** – **Jennifer J. Ackerman**, Associate of Arts; **Tyler A. Glienke**, Production Welding.
SIOUX CENTER, IOWA – Makinsy J. Brantsen, Practical Nursing; Zachary T. Garland, Production Welding; Megan J. Griffioen, Accounting; Alexa J. Gulker, Associate Degree Nursing; Aftan N. Harskamp, Associate Degree Nursing; Jacob D. Jensen, Business; Carolyne N. Muthoni, Associate of Arts; Sarah G. Rathbun, Associate of Arts; Aaron M. Rozeboom, Associate of Arts; Jill R. Schouten, Associate Degree Nursing; Shaine G. Son, Associate of Arts; Eric L. Van Den Top, Industrial Instrumentation & Control.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA – Alex B. Iverson, Welding; Christine E. Kuester, Associate of Arts; Scott L. Moffatt, Transportation Service, Diesel Technology.

SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA – Connor J. Engbers, Associate of Arts; Jordan M. Harmelink, Associate of Arts; Allison M Herbert, Associate of Arts; Kathrin J. Hill, Associate of Arts.

SPENCER, IOWA – Amy L. Mc Laury, Associate of Arts; Tyler H. Schiernbeck, Heavy Equipment; Garret J. Seaman, Diesel Technology; Jennifer E. Webster, Associate of Arts.

STUART, IOWA – Sean B. Renslow, Powerline.

SUMNER, IOWA – Zachary A. Green, Powerline.

SUTHERLAND, IOWA – Patricia A. Zubrod, Associate of Arts.

SWISHER, IOWA – Matt D. Ockenfels, Powerline.

TUSCUMBIA, ALABAMA – Brandy D. James, Health Information Technology.

WATERLOO, IOWA – David D. Breuer, Powerline.

WEST BEND, IOWA – Adam J. Olson, Powerline, Powerline Technology; Logan A. Streit, Heavy Equipment.

WORTHINGTON, MINNESOTA – Brianna A. Darling, Associate of Arts.